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By MR John B Ricciardelli

Createspace Independent Publishing Platform, 2017. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English .
Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.A collection of short independent stories/ skits as part
of a very dark satirical madhouse, stories within are zany, violent, deranged, goofy, profane, and
completely devoid of political correctness. some stories are about mad truck drivers throwing poop
around like meth crazed monkeys, one about a school of dark magic that teaches you how to fill
people with helium and raise the dead while drunk, the action sequences are quite interesting which
include a variety of weapons ranging from 17th century broadswords to modern AR 15 s. These
stories will cause many to feel powerful mixed emotions usually shock followed by laughter or
sometimes simultaneously, No real main character, but two characters that pop up alot are Bubba
Floyd, a rowdy, tobacco chewing, redneck ass hole, and Silus McClaren, a sadistic but likeable
combatant/ fallen angel / pyromancer who goes around fighting, drinking, and flaying his way
through some of the chapters. You will never see a work like this again, its a once in a lifetime
opportunity to view something truly different and peculiar, if you dare.
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ReviewsReviews

Completely essential go through ebook. It can be writter in basic phrases and never di icult to understand. It is extremely di icult to leave it before
concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Jessy Collier-- Jessy Collier

An extremely great ebook with perfect and lucid answers. This is certainly for anyone who statte that there was not a well worth looking at. Its been
designed in an exceptionally simple way and is particularly only soon a er i finished reading through this ebook in which actually transformed me, modify
the way in my opinion.
-- Libbie Fa r r ell-- Libbie Fa r r ell
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